Revolutionizing The Way We Learn
A 10-week online program for K12 educators worldwide.

www.thenextlearnerspace.org

Creating the Future of Education
The Next Learnerspace provides an alternative and meaningful
pathway for personal and professional growth for educators.
Our unique program focuses on five integrated guiding principles:
Self, Nature, Community, Technology, and Leadership.
Our 10-week online and interactive 90-minute sessions offer
a first person experience into a new modality for learning and
leading that has a proven immediate impact on educators´
current and future roles.

Weekly 90-Minute
Video Learning Modules
A cohort of like-hearted
educational leaders share their
thinking and leading practices
to build a vision and roadmap
for the future of learning.
Collaborate with peers and
experts from around the globe
to develop innovative
educational projects.

www.thenextlearnerspace.org

Experiential Learning

Innovation Lab

An inspiring hands-on journey
opening up new topics,
themes and possibilities.

Collaborate with peers and
experts from all over the world
in developing innovative
educational projects.

The Program
Throughout this evocative 10-week learning journey, we infuse
creativity, in-situation learning, mindfulness, leadership,
design thinking, and interactive learning by creating space
and conditions for participants to bring their best thinking
forward. We value and honor the experience and wisdom of
the group to inform the learning journey.
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Connecting

Sensing

By introducing the learning journey and each other,

Mapping the educational landscape and looking

we begin building our collective and exploring the

at the impact of global trends on education and

importance of leaders and leadership in community.

educators. Are we ready for the future? We look at

This week, we examine and demonstrate crowd-

the natural world and how it informs eco-systems in

sourced learning principles as we build our library

education. Unveiling the adjacent possible and pre-

of learning resources.

paring educators for success in an indefinite future.
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Discovery
Exploring the Vocational Call and the purpose
behind the why and what we do as educators.

We will explore and learn more to understand the
paradox within the OECD and PISA paradigms and
the implications of this work on education worldwide.
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Engagement in personal and community values

Journey

with an added focus on Self uncovers hidden gems

A deep dive into technology and its implications on

to reignite a passion for the noble art of education.

education and our collective future. We interact with

We explore the paradox and dilemma of compassion

the ethical impacts of social media on shaping culture.

and self-esteem juxtaposed against increasingly

Where and how might we successfully influence

high educational standards and expectations.

students to understand the implications and use of
technology in designing their path? We compile a
gallery of resources to inform and support educators.
Finally, we explore how technology is revolutionizing
and democratizing the way we learn.
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Future
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Prototyping
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Interactions prepare educators for a future we are

Innovation in education has become requisite.

all ill-equipped to navigate. We explore the OECD

Understanding how to skillfully bring disruption

future of education and skills 2030 and think tank

and innovation into the school and classroom

workplace demands of the future. We will harvest

setting is now the role of the educator. We explore

the insight through a visioning exercise to co-create

cultural and technological educational transforma-

our future of learning.

tions and lessons learned through case examples.
Applying constraint and convergent thinking to the
innovation process shapes the group projects.

Designing
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Advancing
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Decoding and making innovation accessible by

A feature of innovative global schools as examples

focusing on the innovation process’s expansive

and inspiration for our collective work. We take a

and divergent thinking component. We explore the

journey through the DNA of innovation in schools as

essential elements of leadership, the secret sauce

a backdrop for prototyping and lifting the projects.

that differentiates many leading and highly effective

The design of learning spaces brings fresh insights

educators. Group projects begin to gain form.

and inspiration to create the conditions for more
effective learning.
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Featuring

Next

Projects have taken shape as the personal expression

Café YOU and the art of storytelling as a powerful

and creativity of the groups move the idea from

leadership tool to evoke change and explore your

“inside the cave” to be featured for the world to

artistry and imagination. What insights will you leave

see. We probe the personal expression project,

behind or take with you to prepare for the future?

Pixar, and the creativity masters along with the Brain

This work emerges the power of lifelong learning

Trust and apply these examples to the school envi-

and its impact on society.

ronment. A deep dive into the power of influence to
develop a more creative culture in school settings.

The Next Learnerspace is a joint venture by The Next Institute,
dedicated to accelerating smart growth, and The Learnerspace,
an innovative educational company whose mission is to try to
change the world through education.
Through our core belief in lifelong learning, we view the
intersection of deep learning and enterprise as “our work”
and strive to blur these boundaries by designing a place
we can create a better future one learner at a time.

Innovation Lab
Design Thinking and Project Development Stages
Personal preferences and project teams.
Background research and contextual information.
Preliminary ideas. Peer feedback via future
of learning rubric.
Selecting and developing one project idea.
Project idea research, mapping the terrain,
innovation roadmap.
www.thenextlearnerspace.org

Design iterations, project development,
peer feedback, redesign.
Development of a prototype. Community
survey design and implementation.
Final designs.
Project gallery and presentations.

Masterclasses
The program includes Masterclasses featuring small group interactions with some of the world´s
leading education experts.

Yong Zhao

Christian Plebst

Judy Willis

Implications of globalization
and technology for students

Social Emotional Learning

Neuroscience and Education

Facilitators
For general enquiries, application
materials or questions on the
program, please email us at
info@thenextlearnerspace.org

Andre Mamprin

Patricia Glenn

Gabriel Rshaid
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Participant Testimonials

“This program is a wonderful
journey to innovation in our
schools and to keep on igniting
our passion for education.”

www.thenextlearnerspace.org

“The ten week course leaves
you hungry for more and
impacts the participant so
powerfully and positively that
you come away a better
person, driven to do better in
all aspects of work and life.”

“I had a personal rebirth in
this program. I was doubting
my vocation and TNLS showed
me that I have something
to contribute – just in a
different way”

